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COURTESY OF THE MUSEUM OF H I STORY 8: INDUSTRY

After considering Shilsholia, which sounds similar to the native name for this waterway and '
means "threading the bead, " residents voted for the name Lawton wood in 1925.
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Museum of History &
Industry and an authority on the photographer
Anders Wilse's years in

Seattle, thinks that this
look east through the
entrance to Salmon Bay
from Shilshole Bay was
probably taken in 1900.
That was Wilse's last busy

year in Seattle before he
returned to Norway.

During his few years
here Wilse received
many commissions from
businesses and the city of
Seattle for photographic NOW: In order to see over the well-packed "East Lawtonwood, "Jean
surveys. But why did he Sherrard took his "now" from near the north end of 42nd Avenue
record this bucolic view Northwest, about 100 feet above the waterway. Behind him in ''West
over a Lawtonwood pasLawtonwood" the homes are often much larger.
ture with seven cows?
It was not long after
Wilse took this photo that the U.S. Army Corps of resident pioneers on both sides of this channel.
Engine'ers started dredging it in preparation for Wilse gives us a good look across the tidewathe Ship Canal. Throughout the 1890s smaller ters into a Ballard that, while clear-cut, is still
"lightening ships" hauled cut lumber from the sparsely developed . The Bryggers settled and
many Ballard mills on Salmon Bay to the schoo- developed that part of Ballard, and the few
ners anchored in the deep water of Shilshole structures seen there may belong to them.
One last note: Those may be ScheuerBay. No vessels here, however. The channel is
man cows. The German immigra nt Christian
near low tide. You can make out the sand bars.
The home of Salmon Bay Charlie, a half-cen- Scheuennan and his native wife, Rebecca, were
tury resident here, can be found to the far right. Lawtonwood pioneers. Settling here in 1870,
With irregular roof boards, it may be mistaken they multiplied with 10 children.GJ
for part of the shoreline. Charlie was one of the
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